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present invention relates generally to vehicular lifts and more particularly to a method of accurately determining drive time for a vehicle lift
and computing the lift drive time so that the proper lift drive time can be outputted to the vehicular lift so that the vehicle lift does not
overheat. 2. Discussion of the Prior Art Vehicle lifts are used to raise and lower a vehicle to a ground level position in order to facilitate
driving or moving the vehicle to a different location where it will be stored or at which maintenance will be performed. One particular

example of such a vehicle lift is a self-propelled lift that is used to lift a vehicle to a ground level position to facilitate driving. Self-propelled
lifts typically include a platform and a drive assembly. The drive assembly is disposed in a housing and serves to drive the platform between
a stored position to an elevated position. A heated bed disposed in the platform and partially covered by a flexible film is used to melt snow
or ice that may be present on the vehicle. The heated bed is also used to melt snow or ice that is present in the immediate area where the
vehicle is parked. The heated bed is typically heated by a heating element that is powered by a control circuit and a drive circuit. The drive
circuit, which may include a capacitor drive circuit, includes a processor configured to receive drive time input from a user input device and
to output drive time based on the drive time input from the user input device. The drive circuit also includes a transistor that is connected to
a power supply and that provides a drive signal to the heating element. As discussed above, the heated bed is used to melt snow or ice that
may be present on the vehicle. Typically, the heated bed is heated using resistive heaters that are comprised of heating elements that are
arranged in a manner that provides heat radiation into the heated bed. As such, the heat output of the heated bed is directly related to the

number of heating elements that are activated by the drive circuit. However, as drive time increases, the output of the heated bed also
increases. This may result
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